I. INTRODUCTION ECENTLV Pais and Piccioni' have proposed a cloud-chamber experiment to verify the GellMann-Pais' suggestion that the 8' should be considered as a "particle mixture. " In view' of the availability of a xenon-filled bubble chamber, ' it is of some interest to compare the feasibility of a bubble-chamber experiment with the Pais-Piccioni experiment.
Below, a set of phenomenological equations describing a crude model of these experiments is given. Solutions for the two types of experiments are obtained. From these it follows that for likely values of the parameters involved: (a) both experiments are considerably more di%cult than anticipated by Pais and Piccioni; (b) bubble-chamber experiments are somewhat more feasible; (c) if the 8' absorption cross section and the 81', 02' mass difI'erence are miraculously just right, experiments of this sort will be especially straightforward.
II. PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Our model is the following: The wave functions describing 0' and 0' particles are to be linear combinations with prescribed phases of functions describing 81' * Supported in part by the Once of Naval Research, U. S. Navy Department.
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' Brown, Glaser, and Perl, Phys. Rev. 102, 586 (1956) . 1/r = Xpva" (2) where v is the velocity of the 8', p the density of absorber material, S the number of absorbing particles per gram, and a. , the absorption cross section per particle.
Let the wave function describing the state at time $ after a 0' is produced be @ (t) = cr r (t)%'r+cr s (t)%'s.
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' Fig. 1 the maximum ratio of the number of decays occurring below the second plate to that below the first is shown as a function of P for y=o, 1, 2m. (Maximum means having chosen the thickness of the second plate to make this ratio greatest. ) It is striking how slowly the value 0.25 is reached as a function of P.
For y = 2ir and P = 1. (35) point of production. From a knowledge of the velocity of the 0' the time of decay is known. Equation (18) [with o.2(0) =in~ (0) Here R=R~+2R2 is given by (27) and Bt and 52 are given by (26). Now, of course, P refers to the xenon.
(1) P))1. -Equation (35) becomes
In this limit the 0"s would behave as if their lifetime in xenon was double that found in cloud-chamber studies. This would certainly be easy to observe. Unfortunately, the estimates of Sec. IV indicate that we are far from this limit.
(2) P((1. The curves of Fig. 4 for y=2m are quite remarkable. Increasing t9 from zero to infinity does not change the curves smoothly from the straight line describing the decay e t~" to that for e 'I"'. As P increases from zero, the decay curves develop characteristic oscillations (due to the sine and cosine terms in (35)). Since these oscillations probably would be averaged out in an experiment, we have also given curves for this average. These oscillations are most pronounced for P=1. The decay occurs increasingly rapidly with increasing P until P -12.5. In this region the decay curves look as if the 8 lifetime is considerably shorter than 1.5&(10 " sec.
Increasing P further the decay curves swing back. up, becoming essentially straight. Two phenomena should be observed:
(a) Extremely large values of P are required before the curve for P=~is even approximately realized. Thus, P= 200 is clearly far from this limit.
(b) The decay curves for 12.5&P&60 coincide with the averaged curves for 12.5)P)0. For example, the curve for P=40 falls, within the accuracy with which one can read the figure, exactly on the averaged curve for P= 1. Thus, if one did see an effect of the kind indicated -namely, an apparent increased decay rat" one could only conclude that there are two possible absorption lifetimes v compatible with the results.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have seen that, in general, for reasonable values of the parameters the "mixture property" of Gell-Mann and Pais will affect only a small proportion of the 8"sin either a bubble chamber or a cloud chamber. Under such circumstances the possibility of observing more 8' decays makes the bubble chamber preferable for experiments of this type. If accidentally, r 1, P i sfor xenon, the bubble chamber experiment would be especially easy.
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